Chevy tahoe headphones

Dont over pay for your wireless automotive headphones! Each package comes with TWO
headphones. To buy your Chevrolet Tahoe headphones, click here! Suitable for children and
adults alike! If your children have lost or damaged your headphones, these are the replacement
parts you need. If you need to add more headphones to your car so that all your rear seat
passengers have one, then these are the headphones you need! These wireless automotive
headsets will allow your rear seat passengers to listen to the rear seat entertainment system
without disturbing the front seat passengers. You will never have to listen to the same DVD over
and over again! Passive noise-cancelling headphones make use of the noise-canceling
characteristics of their materials that are much like the soundproofing materials used in home
theater systems. These passive noise-canceling headphones are composed of layers of
materials packed with high-density foam and other noise-filtering materials. These
soundproofing materials are very effective against high frequency sounds. They are able to
reduce noise levels to about fifteen to twenty decibels. Home Questions? Share this: Twitter
Facebook. Like this: Like Loading Posted in Chevy Tahoe Headphones. Previous Post Chevy
Suburban Headphones. Next Post Chevy Trailblazer Headphones. Search for:. Create a free
website or blog at WordPress. By continuing to use this website, you agree to their use. To find
out more, including how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy. The kind that never seem
to end! However, finding the right wireless headphones for your car may be a bit tricky. I have a
Chevy Suburban and the headphones are constantly cutting in and out. We replaced the
batteries and also the headphones and still have the same issue. Any guidance would be great.
A couple of things to try out: 1 Make sure you are sitting in the rear seat facing the DVD screen.
The headphones work via a Line-of-sight to the DVD player. They will not work in the front
seats. You are commenting using your WordPress. You are commenting using your Google
account. You are commenting using your Twitter account. You are commenting using your
Facebook account. Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me of new posts via email.
Home Questions? Share this: Twitter Facebook. Like this: Like Loading Hope one of these helps
point you in the right direction! Ask a question or leave a comment! Cancel reply Enter your
comment here Fill in your details below or click an icon to log in:. Email required Address never
made public. Name required. Search for:. Create a free website or blog at WordPress. By
continuing to use this website, you agree to their use. To find out more, including how to
control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy. Skip to main content of results for "chevy tahoe
headphones". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From
Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping.
Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Limited time deal. Tahoe Compatible
Wireless Headphones Set of 2 Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to
filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of results for
"wireless headphones for chevy tahoe". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store.
International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your
Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb FREE
Shipping. New arrival! Limited time deal. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go
back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon

Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of results for
"chevrolet wireless headphones". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store.
International Shipping. Amazon's Choice for chevrolet wireless headphones. Get it as soon as
Sat, Feb FREE Shipping. Limited time deal. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go
back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. The world of Chevrolet Rear Seat
Entertainment can be a confusing one. Share some of your questions, and our GM expert will
answer them! We usually have an answer for you within just a few minutes! This is the internet
age after all, right? I have a Tahoe. The rear headphones have stopped working. We have
changed batteries. We are within range What else could be the problem and how can we fix it?
For security reasons, the headphones will not work in the front seat, or while outside of the
vehicle. Sometimes improperly used batteries can cause malfunctions in the performance of the
headphone. Using the wrong channel will cause intermittent sound issues. If this receiver is on
the wrong side of the head, it will not have a clear line-of-sight to the transmitter, causing audio
issues. If none of the above work, it may be time for new headphones for your tahoe. You can
find really inexpensive replacement headphones for your Chevy Tahoe online at vendors such
as AudioVideo2go. I have a LT Suburban with entertainment system. Can all entertainment
systems use the GM wireless headphones? Sorry about that. Hi Melissa! They are an essential
way of keeping your sanity on those long road trips. You must purchase one specifically made
for automotive use. Unfortunately, the automotive headphones are designed to work in the
hostile environment of your car and sometimes sacrifice sound quality for sturdiness. The rear
seat entertainment headphones that came with the vehicle no longer work. We purchased new
ones and are having problems getting them hooked up. How to you get the audio signal and
sync the new headsets? Hi Karla, The headphones should arrive pre-programmed. This would
make it so that no headphone will receive sound the IR transmitter is what transmits the sound
to the headphones. I bought a used suburban. It came with the factory DVD player but since I
bought it used I have no manual or wireless headsets. Is there a plug for them back there?
Sadly, you are not going to like my response. But, if youhave wireless headphones you should
be able to use them in the third row seating. I have a suburban. On the radio control panel
display on the right of the time display there is a picture of headphones. Is it possible that you
have an aftermarket system? There should be no interference with the headphone usage and
the radio controls. Quite odd indeed! Please help. There is no way to control the wireless
headphones with the remote control. The original style remote does not need to be programmed
and should work right out of the box. Of course, that means that you must also have the original
DVD player that came with your car and not some aftermarket model like a Sony or Audiovox.
Hey Nancy â€” The headphones should work automatically when you plug them into the
headphone jack. That explains it. Rental car companies sometimes turn off the headphone
feature actually, to save money they order the vehicles without that feature. So it may not be
installed sadly. Please help! Hey Sara, Unfortunately, this error generally means the DVD player
is no longer reading the disc properly. It may be damaged and require replacement or service. I
would make an appointment with your local dealership to check on the problemâ€¦. I have a
tahoe. I have tried all of your suggestions on here too. The radio display shows the
headphones, new batteries, they are on, volume up, sitting in the back seat, change the
channels, turn up the volume on the rear radio thing, etc. I completely understand how you feel.
The headphones should automatically work without any fiddling on a Tahoe. The infrared
transmitter that transmits the sound to the headphones is always turned on. This is a bit trickier
and is going to require a visit to the dealership for servicing. I am due for an oil change, I will
take it in and ask them to check that. It would make sense! I have tried everything. We were
scheduled to have drive in movies. With the neighbor tonigjht. Hi Carla! Thanks for your
question! Drive in movies sounds like a great idea! What fun! The audio from the RSE system
can be heard through the wireless headphones and the vehicles speakers at the same time. I
agree â€” I think they make it overly confusing on purpose. So I have a chevy tahoe. My car has

2head phones for 2 people to hear the DVD player. But the other 3 people in the back want to
hear the DVD player too. Can someone help please? I have a 06 chevy tahoe. I have 4 kids. And
when I go out they love to watch movies but I only know how to use the head phones and not
the DVD player speakers in the back seat. All my kids fight and have to take turns since there is
only 2 head phones. Can someone help me on how to turn on the back speaker so my other 2
kids can hear the DVD player? I have a suburban ltz and all of our headphones went bonkers at
the same time. All have always worked great until recently. All batteries have been replaced.
Lights up. And all static comes thru. Sometimes there is the DVD sound drown out by static. All
of them have been switched channels and tried over and over. Unfortunately, because all the
headphones went out at the same time it seems like there is probably something wrong with the
infrared transmitter on the car. This is a rare thing to fail, but it does happen from time to time.
The bad news is that the best way to handle it is to take the car in to the dealership and have
them inspect the entertainment system. I bought the vehicle used, but it has the IR rear audio
system. Do you know of any wireless headphones tested with small children? It can be hard to
find headphones for small children! They are lighter and slightly smaller than the standard issue
headphones. Because of this, I feel like they work much better for kids. Plus they are fairly
inexpensiveâ€¦. Thanks for the reply. Thx again! I am thinking there are 2 per headphone. During
the static phase, 2 of the lights 1 per headphone is fading and relighting. During the no sound
phase, 2 of the 4 lights are off. Could this be the transmitter or could it even be the main radio
system itself? Do you know of other sites I could look at to maybe find this piece? Can the
channels of the headphones be changed? Can the radio be reprogrammed by me to transmit on
channel 2? If it was the radio, you would also experience issues with the sound coming out of
the speakers of the car. At least, not a reasonably easy way. We have Suburban LT. We would
like to plug in some generic headphones into the stereo so an additional person can listen to a
DVD. Is this possible and where would I plug them in? Thank you. Hi Todd, Not all Suburbans
come with a headphone jack. If yours did, you should have a headphone jack right on the Rear
Seat Entertainment system. If you dont see one, then your system just doesnt support this
feature. But, the good news is that you will probably have wireless connectivity. You can use as
many wireless headphones as you want. Thanks for the info. I did have the overhead
entertainment system down and apart yesterday. Super simple! The ir transmitter is held in with
two Phillip screws and a wiring plug. Anyways, I have a traverse, if you could help find one.
Thanks for all your help! Hey Johnny, I checked with everyone I know from my dealership days,
and none of them could get a better price than what you got at the dealer. How can the driver
and front passenger listen to the radio while the people in the back use the headphones? We
have an 8 hour trip we just started in a rental suburban. The front radio and rear seat
entertainment system are two different systems. To play a DVD for the rear seat passengers you
do the following:. Press Rear Display 1 for the second row video screen and Rear Display 2 for
the third row video screen if equipped. Select DVD as the source to be used. According to Page
of the Owners Manual, I should be able to play a DVD on one screen and also play a video
source connected to the rear aux video hookup on the other screen. What am I doing wrong?
But I think that you may need to set the source the rear seat passengers have access to from
the front seat. Try this:. This will assign that source to the proper screen. If you go to this
website: Click to access 2k14tahsub. Hey Timothy, Here are some easy tips and tricks to getting
those pesky headphones to work:. Select the source to be used. Just bought remote and
wireless headphones replacement for a suburban. Is there a manual or something that tells us
what each button is for on the remote? Tess, There sure is! We have an 08 Chev Suburban. My
daughter somehow separated the whole earpiece not just the foam piece from the headphones.
Is there a way to reconnect it or will the headphones need to be replaced? Ashlynn,
Unfortunately, when that happens the entire ear piece needs to be replaced. Sorry to have to be
the bearer of bad news! The good news is that headphones are no longer that expensive. There
are several websites selling them. And it comes with 2 headphones, not just 1. I have a Chevy
uplander and everything seems to work great on the rse except that I cannot figure out why I am
unable to get the rse to play audio through the vehicle speakers. I see online many people have
trouble with this feature. Thanks for any help! If you are not hearing any sound, make sure that
the volume on the radio is turned up. The radio remembers volume settings for each of your
audio sources. So, even if you have the volume blasting for your FM stations, it may be set to
mute or very low for your DVD audio source. I hope that at least points you in the right
direction! Thanks for your reply. From reading the manual, it seems that it would be as easy as
just pushing the button to get the audio to play out of the speakers but nothing happens. Hope
someone will have some insight as to what might be going on! Are you sure you have a factory
installed DVD system in the rear seat? Do you have the remote control for the DVD player? If so,
does it look like one of these:. Im having this ladys exact same issue. I cant get it to recognize

the dvd player for the front or rear seat audio. Is that what the stereo uses to pick up the DVD
player? We have the LT model of the uplander and all other buttons and functions are the same
as found in the manual. Amanda, You sure can! You can add as many as you like. A reputable
seller will have them pre-programmed to work for you so all you will need to do is put them on
and they will sync up with your system automatically! I have used AudioVideo2go. After 10 Mins
they work fine until i turn the car off and then I have to do the same steps as above. Is there
anything I may be doing wrong. Hi Wesley, Sounds like there may be a problem with your
infrared transmitter. Very odd indeed! If you do go to the dealership, make sure to let us know
what they say! The reason I ask this is where you plug the headphones in. I have a Traverse
LTZ. Were on a 7 hour road trip with a 3 year old. I have a DVD playing in the back seat with
headphones. Up front source is on FM. Figured it out! The speakers were set to back before we
started the DVD in the back. Turned it off and changed the speakers to front and then turned the
DVD player back on in the back. Thanks for sharing the solution with us â€” this will help other
people that have a similar problem. I dont know why the car makers make using the video
system so complicated. While kids listen thru headphones and watch DVD in my Tahoe z Is
there a way I can listen to radio thru speakers? You definitely can add a 3rd pair of wireless
headphones to your Suburban. You can find headphones at your local dealership, or at online
stores like this one:. We just purchased a 09 suburban. It has the rear entertainment, but came
with no head phonesâ€¦.. And if it does can I buy a set of 4 to use with only 1 screen or do I
need the dual screens? Lacy, If you have a factory installed DVD player, then it will wireless
headphone capability. Now, the question is: Do you have a factory installed DVD player. The
answer can be found two ways:. But, to be honest â€” most every automotive DVD system uses
wireless headphones. You can just buy inexpensive headphones from a place like this:. And
test them out. In the very rare chance that they dont work â€” no worriesâ€¦ they have a
no-hassle return policy. Yesterday our water pump and thermostat broke and the vehicle
computer system shut our engine down. We had everything repaired, but our DVD player is now
not working. When we insert a disc we get what looks like a computer screen with files and
folders that lead us nowhere. Can you help? We are on a road trip with a restless 4 year old!
How very odd. The Audiovox is not a factory installed DVD system. But, it seems to me that the
system may have sustained a bit of damage. The wireless headphones were replaced with now
3 different sets. The local dealerships were of no helpâ€¦. This can definitely be fixed by a GM
dealership. The cause of the failure is probably a lose connection somewhere along the line
from the IR transmitter to the radio. If so, are there certain headphones required or are any IR,
wireless headphones compatible? I greatly appreciate the input. Yes you can pair up to 8
headphones at a time! You can get additional headphones that are programmed to not interfere
with your original headphones here:. I have a Traverse, with factory remote and wireless
headphones. When we insert a DVD it auto starts with previews we can use the remote to FF,
but once it gets to the menu screen the remote will not work to start the movie. How do I get the
remote to work for this function? The main menu button is on the top right hand corner, just
bellow the illumination button. Hey Kenzie, As long as you buy reputable headphones from your
local dealership, or somewhere like AudioVideo2go. The only real limitation is that all the
headphones have to have a line of sight to the DVD screen where the IR transmitter is. So, for
example, the headphones will not work in the front seat or while outside the vehicle. Aside from
that, as long as the wearer can see the DVD screen and is sitting in the rear seat of the vehicle,
you can use as many headphones as you want! I have a 03 chevy tahoo it was running off the
battery and said check brake booster so I changed the battery and alt. Nick â€” ouch, that
seems like something you are going to need to take in to a dealership to have looked at. The
brake booster helps make the brake pedal easier to press you can imagine the force needed to
stop a 5, pound Tahoe! Sometimes the motor that creates the vacuum needed for the brake
boost goes out, and this can cause some trouble with your electrical system. I would highly
recommend having the car serviced at the dealer or your mechanic. How can I make the sound
from my DVD player come through the stereo system. There is not a DVD button on the radio
dash but was told there was a way to do it thru the radio. I have a Traverse with the Rear
Entertainment System. If so, how do I do that? Thanks in advance! Kristin, Unfortunately there
is no way to get the front speakers to play something different than the rear speakers. The only
thing you can do is select whether the speakers can play and what the rear seat headphones
can play. How do I set up headphones on a suburban so my kids can watch a movie and I can
listen to the radio. The headphones are always active, so they should always have sound
coming through. I bought a Suburban. It has the DVD package and I see headphone jacks for
the second row on the back of the console. I was going to purchase some but how do I know if
my vehicle is equipped for IR headphones? Is that feature standard for models equipped with
DVD? Good news, right? I have a suburban with wireless headphones that used to work with

rear entertainment center. Just recently all pairs turn on and work but then they all short out at
once and stay off. Any ideas?? Hey Mollie, Sorry for the late reply â€” I was on a much needed
vacation! If all the headphones are shorting out all at once, it points to something wrong with
the IR transmitter. My recommendation is to take the car in to the dealership for an inspection to
see if they can find the short in the IR transmitter. It may just be a loose wire causing the
transmitter to stop transmitting intermittently. I have a Tahoe LTZ with two sets of headphones.
Hi Craig, Sorry for the late reply â€” I was on a much needed vacation! You can indeed add
headphones to your car without having to worry about any of them interfering with each other.
Here is what I have found works for me:. I have a Tahoe with factory installed rear entertainment
system. Both wireless headsets are intact, and in good shape with no visible damage. Out of the
2 headsets, only one is still receiving the IR signal. We have replaced the batteries, and they are
installed properly. Hey Julie, Sorry for the late reply â€” I was on vacation! If one of the
headphones is still receiving a signal, then that rules out a problem with the transmitter in the
car. If the transmitter was damaged, none of the headphones would work. It looks like the
headphones just failed â€” they are being stored in a hot car for years on endâ€¦ they usually
last 2 or 3 years at the most before something comes loose inside. It looks like you may be in
the market for some new headphones! Sorry about the bad newsâ€¦. If it helps any, there are
lots of alternatives to the expensive dealership parts departments. Hope you had a great
vacation and thank you for the info. They are the original Tahoe headphones. Was a terrific
vacation, thanks for asking! Retired to beautiful Florida, so these days I spend my time with the
grand kids, or out fishing, or on the beach enjoying a cool breeze and a margarita. As the saying
goes, youth is wasted on the youngâ€¦. Any of the headphones on that link will work for you â€”
just be sure not to buy any of the ones with remote controls. The thing that changed in was the
remote control signal. But, my humble advice is not to spend too much money on a headphone.
The remote, is not â€” so that will have to be purchased elsewhere. When playing the radio the
headphones work fine. I have checked the channels and volume settings on the headphones
and they have new batteries. Everything has been working fine and then just one day the static
started. Hey Kathy, How frustrating! You have done all the right things to troubleshoot the
problem for an easy fix. It doesnt look like the issue is with the headphones since they are all
making static and it doesnt seem to be an issue with the IR transmitter since the radio sound
seems to come through just fine on the headphones. Looks like you may have a short or a loose
wire in the DVD audio. Your best bet is to schedule a maintenance trip at the dealership to have
them take a look. May as well get your oil changed at the same time! Thanks for your help.
Where do we check for the lose wire or short? Do we take the dvd player down and check it
there? The issue can be with the wiring from the radio to the DVD player, it could be in the DVD
player, it could be in the radio. A skilled technician should really investigate they have the
proper tools too. I wonder if the receiver in the DVD screen is damaged. Turn the CD player on
before proceeding. If this requires you to start the car, then start the car and turn the CD player
on. Note: This method, like several others in this article, carries the risk of damage to the stuck
CD or the player itself. Use caution when inserting any foreign objects into your CD player. Your
CD should be above the stuck CD. By doing this, you are attempting to give the stuck CD
traction against the mechanism that the player uses to eject it. CD players can differ in their
precise ejection mechanism, so sometimes upward pressure can be more successful in giving
the ejection mechanism traction on a stuck CD than downward pressure. Sometimes, applying
pressure to the unit itself can help the stuck CD gain traction. Note that, while some have had
success by banging on the dash, this can damage delicate components of the center console,
so it is not recommended if your car has a GPS, etc. This method involves disconnecting, then
reconnecting the electrical supply to the CD player. Turn the car off and remove the keys from
the ignition, then open the hood for access to the battery. Carefully disconnect the negative
terminal. Some terminals may require you to use a small wrench or pliers to loosen a nut before
removing the wire connection. After reconnecting the terminal, tun the car on and try to eject
the CD as normal. Hello I have a Tahoeâ€¦would part number work for the rear entertainment
system.. Hello, I recently purchased a Cadillac Escalade. I read on alotof fitment charts that the
remote was the updated remote. So I recently purchased the kit thinking I would replace
everything with that kit. However the dvd remote is not working with my player. Is the remote
incorrect or should I look at possible problems with my unit? The remote you need is the
following:. As long as you have an original factory installed DVD system and not an aftermarket
like Invision or AudioVox then the above linked to remote will work for you! We just purchased a
Suburban. Went to use the DVD player and have a problem. The movie is playing on the screen.
No sound. The remote works. Can not figure this out. Hey Jen, Wow, that IS strange. Lets check
and see if you have the original factory installed DVD system. Sometimes aftermarket or dealer
installed systems such as Invision or AudioVox are not connected to the front radio unit.

Another thing to check is whether or not the wireless headphones that came with your
Suburban are working. The wireless transmitter is located in the DVD screen, so it should work
independently of the radio unit at the front of the car. I am having this exact same problem in a
Chevy Tahoe we just purchased, and the remote in the link you posted above looks like the one
I have, so I must have a factory DVD player. There were no wireless headphones when we
bought it, but when we plug in wired headphones in the rear jacks, we can only get radio or XM
like the other person said. You should just start the move then press audio on the head unit.
The DVD will continue to play over the headphones. Hey John, In fact, you can definitely buy a
used screen and just plug it in. Should work perfectly â€” no need to have the dealer program it.
The screens can be expensive, though, so be careful. I discovered another problem with my
radio head. If I take the radio head out and unplug it will I have a problem when I plug it back in?
We have a traverse and when we play a dvd through the radio sound only comes from the front
speakers and we can barely hear in the rear. I wonder if the balance of the radio is set to the
front eats instead of the rear. Lest check that. To adjust the balance or fade on your radio : 1.
Press the button that looks like a musical note until the speaker control tabs display. Continue
pressing the musical note button to highlight the tab, or press the softkey under the tab. To
adjust the highlighted setting, do one of the following until the levels are obtained:. Turn the
musical note clockwise or counterclockwise. A beep sounds and the level adjusts to the middle
position. It may also be the balance on your infotaiment system. The middle position balances
the sound between the front and rear speakers. Sounds like you may be sitting in the front seat
where the IR signal does not reach. Or, you have the wrong headphones. The headphones with
a flashing light are for and newer GM vehicles. I always worry that if I pull the head out I will
have to get it reprogrammed by dealer. We bought a new Chevy Suburban last week. If that is
the case, will the driver and front passenger be able to listen to the radio if the kids use the
wireless headphones instead? Hi Leah, Congratulations on your Suburban! That way you will be
able to set the radio to play through the car speakers, while the kids are watching a DVD. With
the RSA on I get a headphone symbol on the right side of my head unit, the rear speakers have
no sound and if I plug into the rear jacks I have sound through the wired headset. If I turn off the
RSA I still do not get sound to the rear speakers but the headphone symbol goes away. The
headphone icon on the front radio just lets you know when the rear seat passengers are using
their RSA. The audio system will mute the rear speakers when the RSA audio is active through
the headphones â€” the idea being that if your kids are listening to a DVD or music with their
headphones, they wont be bothered with the sound coming from the rear speakers. So, make
sure that the RSA is not active otherwise you wont get any sound on your rear speakers and
make sure there is no wired headphone plugged in to the jack. Can you please post, or do you
have a guide for the remote control for the DVD player please. I have a Suburban. We tried to
use earbuds in our Tahoe and no sound would come through. Do we have to have special
headphones. Hey there, No need for special headphones. Any wired headphones should work
for you. The DVD player is capable of outputting audio to the wired headphone jacks on the RSA
system, if the vehicle has this feature. If you dont hear anything through the wired headphones,
then I would try making sure that the DVD player is selected as the audio source for the RSA
system. I have tried both channels and only channel 2 works with the dvd audio. The
headphones play music fine, just have issue with dvd?? Barely can hear audio. This would
cause you to increase the volume on the headphones to make up for the low DVD volume,
thereby creating a bit of white hissing noise. So, check the volume on the DVD player and make
sure it is not set too low you can use the DVD remote to increase the volume. The headphones
need a line of sight to the DVD player screen in order to receive the sound signal. If the signal is
blocked then there will be a hissing sound or the sound will cut out completely. A common
reason that the IR transmitter is blocked include: a sticker placed over it for decoration, a
scratch on the transmitter, the wearer of the headphones using them in the front seat or while
outside the car. The IR transmitter may also be damaged which could cause the hissing. The
only way to fix it in that case would be to visit your local dealership. How to i get dvd to play in
headset only? Also can the other passengers stilk listen to the radi while those in rear watch
and listen with headset. While the kids listen to their DVD you can continue to hear the radio in
the front seat. Have a Denali HD with the U42 option. It has a rear seat DVD player one on the
inside roof console. A dealer said that a remote will work while another said that the will work if
my vehicle is IR capable? This seems to be a bit confusing. Thank you kindly for your response.
Hey Bill! I hope you had a wonderful weekend. Pretty relaxing here in Florida, I must say.
Although it was sad to see the Gators fall to LSU â€” but, it was still a great time with the family.
Great question, by the way. It actually brings up one of my pet peeves. In that case, you are
absolutely right. Part number will absolutely work for your Yukon Denali. You can find the
replacement headphones and remote at your local dealership, or online. Here is an example of a

website I used when I was in the car business to source my infotainment parts:. The dealership
sales guys were just being stupid. And as long as you have the factory installed DVD player in
your car you will definitely have IR infrared functionality. Speaking of which â€” you should
double check to make sure you have the original factory installed DVD player in your car. The
easiest way to do this is to check your owners manual and compare the image in the manual to
the one of your DVD player. They should match. Appreciate your kind response and thanks for
clarifying my situation! Glad to have you use my question as a learning tool. I thought it would,
but as you noted there is some confusion in applications depending on who you ask. Have a
great week! I have a Montana with the RSE. Was working fine through the radio until 2 days ago
when the battery died. No wireless, only plug in headphones, which do work. Why will the
sound not play through the radio anymore? Its as if the radio does not recognize a DVD player
anymore. Yes, factory installed. Is there a reset for the radio? Kevin, GM cars contain Delco
radios that are protected by Theftlock, which locks the radio after it has been disconnected from
a power source. Iit can only be reset and unlocked with a car-specific security code. Identifying
the security code for your GM vehicle is the only way to reset the car radio and disable the
Theftlock protection device. I bought a used Chevy Suburban. I also have no sound from the
rear speakers when I am driving. Any explanations? I am wondering if there ever was a DVD
player. The remote looks new. Oh and there is a pic of headphones by the clock on the radio
display. What is that for? Hey Patricia, Well- it looks like there may have been a DVD player
installed at one point and then it was removed perhaps so it could be sold on eBay!? The little
headphone icon means that the rear seat entertainment system which was removed is active.
When this happens, the vehicle mutes the rear speakers so that the rear passengers can listen
to their DVD without being interrupted by the sound from the car speakers the rear seat
passengers use wireless headphones to hear their DVD. The headphones were probably sold
with the unit that was removed. The DVD for the rear seat player is actually inserted in the front.
Are you sure there is no DVD player in the front dash area? We have a uplander. The sound has
always been able to play through speakers and headphones. No volume anywhere please help.
How about when listening to the radio? I just purchased a Traverse 2LT. I do not have the did
player, but there is a rear radio with separate controls. The dealership gave me a box with two
wireless headsets and a remote. Was that an accident? I cannot figure out How to get them to
work. Thank you! I have a factory installed DVD player in my Chevy Equinox and was wondering
how to get the head unit to search for the wireless headphones in the car? Hey Jonathan, NO
connecting necessary. The transmitter in the vehicle is always on. Also, make sure you are
sitting in the back seat of the car. The headphones dont work from the front seat. As long as the
batteries are good, the headphones should work! We just purchased a Chevy Tahoe. I have a
set of wireless headphones that came with the car and work great. Is there anyway to us a third
set of wired headphones to watch a movie in the back? I plugged a set in the back AUX and
turned a movie on and I could hear the movie. Later when we tried that again with the wireless
set, the AUX set would not work. The wireless headphones are always on they always transmit.
The left knob controls the left headphone and the right knob controls the right headphone. Did
the Tahoe ltz come factory with an Exonic brand DVD player for the rear or is this an add on.
The Exonic brand is definitely an aftermarket. So, the original remote wont work for an Exonic
system. Sad to sayâ€¦. I have a gmc Denali. You dont need to get different headphones for the
different GM vehicles you have. Will the wireless headphones work for the screens in the
headrest? As for the flip-down, the Invision headphones will absolutely work for the flip down
as well. When installers install the DVD systems in the vehicles, they make sure that the infrared
signals being used to transmit the sound wirelessly match up to the car make. The invision
headphones will work on the AudioVox system as long as the AudioVox system supports
wireless headphones. I bought a Tahoe with the DVD player. There are no headphones, will any
wired headphones work or do I need to buy ones specifically for car audio? Hi Daphne, You
neeed to buy headphones that are intended to be used for automotive use. You can also find
what you need by going to Carquest auto stores. Lastly, there are some sources online. Once
you purchase automotive headphones, you dont have to worry about programming them. THey
will arrive pre-programmed another benefit of going to a reputable seller is that they will help
you if you need any assistance with the programming. I need to know if I purchase wireless
headphones through the factory if they will connect to the factory DVD player. Hi Sharon, You
neeed to buy headphones that are intended to be used for automotive use. David, Hah! The
good news is that most of the headphones that came with the GMC SIerra had an automatic off
feature. If they did not receive a signal for 5 minutes or so, they would turn off automatically.
Not sure if your headphone shad that feature. Even if they did, it also may have been
compromised by whatever error is causing the headphones not to switch off. These days they
are not that expensive. It doesâ€¦ I should of read a few more posts! Saw the commentary

regarding length of time these things last. TY for the help. Great Site! Hmmâ€¦ It looks like your
problem is probably caused by a wire harness not being properly seated or connected. Maybe
while driving around the wiring comes loose and then the radio loses power. This loss of power
would cause the memory to be lost, just as if you had disconnected the car battery. This is one
of the most difficult problems to fix. Normally, the easiest thing to do is just replace the radio.
BUT, with a loose wire harness this wont help because the new radio would still suffer from the
same power outage. You can call GM customer service at to see if they can point you in the
right direction. Unfortunately, I think this is one of those times that you are going ot have to take
the car into a dealership to get it inspected. I thought there might be a known area that was a
problem. I have been service manager and garage owner in the past so I can hunt it. John, You
are absolutely right â€” if you are willing to do a bit of work, I would absolutely try to hunt it
down yourself. Dealerships will charge you for their hunting time and there is no guarantee they
will solve it! Then just keep following the wires and checking all the connections. I just
purchased a Chevy Uplander and it came with 2 headphones, but I need 4. How do I get all 4 to
work at the same time? Is this difficult to do? I get that one a lot. There is no harm in adding
more headphones to your system. Just make sure that you buy headphones that are made for
automotive use, like these ones here:. Of course, your dealership will also be able to get you
headphones that work! But, these days it sometimes pays to shop around. Does anyone know
how to get the DVD player to play surroundsound speakers so everyone can hear it without the
headphones. Hi, I tried that and it keeps on saying no USB device. Gotcha â€” lets try
something different. There are basically two different audio systems in your car. One in the front
seat, and one in the rear seat. It looks like what you need to do is source the front radio which
controls the speakers to the rear seat DVD player. That should play the DVD through the
speakers. They power on but you only hear static. You are able to watch a movie over the
speakers, just having issues with the headphones. Jason, It looks like the infrared transmitter
may be blown. Or a fuse may have broke. Check your fuse box and make sure that all the fuses
are good. Will Audiovox IR1C single channel headphones work for me? Will Audiotex IR1C
headphones work for me? Sorry for the late reply! I have consulted the manual, but it was not
helpful. Any thoughts? Hi Lutrell, Does your system have a dropdown screen that comes down
from the ceiling, or is it a headrest system? I have a Chevrolet Tahoe. The Tahoe does not need
to have the earphones programmed. I have 03 trailblazer ,came with 2 pair of ir headsets. The
DVD will only come thru the head phones.. I need replacement ear pads for both sets as they are
torn off. Eugene, If you have the tear-drop shaped headphones, then you can find the foam pads
here:. Our chevy dvd player works but you cannot listen to movies except through the radio the
headphones will only play the radio not the movie. We bought it used so have no idea how to
get them to play movie audio. I turned the headphones on and now can not figure out how to
play the movie through the speakers. Headphones are turned off. How do I go back and forth
between the two?? THe sound id like the brass insert is turing with the screw. Tried putting
upward pressure on the door but nothing works. Out of warranty. Those battery compartments
are really a pain â€” so I know how you feel. They break really easily! You can see it here:. And
you get a new headphone. Hey Josh, Absolutely right â€” If you purchased a brand new Chevy
Traverse with a factory installed DVD system, then it should have come with both wireless
headphones and a DVD remote that look something like this:. If they were missing from your
vehicle, then you should contact the new car manager at your dealership and discuss the
situation from them. If you purchased a used Traverse, then there is no guarantee that the
headphones will be in the car. In that case you can try to get the dealership to give them to you
good luck. Or you can just buy an aftermarket set here:. The dvd player is a KEC brand.
Unfortunately, with aftermarket systems there is no way to know how the installer wired them.
Maybe they only transmit to headphones and not through the vehicle speakers. Im having the
exact same issue with mine, but my set up seems to be factory. If u find the solution, please let
us all know! If a cylinder head goes out on a Chevy Traverse do u have to replace both of them?
Barbara, It will get rather warm indeed. We have the original wireless headphones for the
backseat, but my boys have trashed them. When I plug them into the jack in the back, no sound
comes out. How do I tell it to send sound through the wired phones? If not, there may be
damage to the jack that will require it to be replaced. THese days, wireless headphones are not
that much more expensive than the wired ones. I recently bought some headsets and a remote
for my Tahoe Z I would appreciate it if someone could tell me how to have the remote control for
the dvd player working. Hi Erika, My guess is that you probably have an aftermarket system that
the remote is not compatible with. If you buy the original remote that came with your vehicle,
there are no codes to program it. But, you may have an aftermarket DVD system and not even
know it perhaps an invision system or an audiovox system. In this case, the headphones will
certainly work for you, but the remote will not. To fix this problem, you are going to have to find

out what type of DVD system you have. I have a chevy suburban with the dvd and rear seat
entertainment center. We bought used, so no wireless headphones. We have been using wired
headphones in the rear audio jack, and its been working great, but it has now stopped working.
When I plug them in, the rear speakers are automatically muted, but no noise is coming through
the headphones. Any suggestions?? I have a Cadillac Escalade and had to purchase
replacement headphones from the dealer. I can not get them to play any sound. Hi Brandi, The
channels on the headphones are suppose to tell the headphones which DVD screen to listen to
if you have a dual screen model. So, if you have a screen behind the driver headrest, and
another one behind the passenger headrest, the headphones need to choose which screen to
listen to. This is why there is a channel selector. If you have just one DVD screen, then your
system will always transmit on channel 2. Ok thank you so much!!! My thoughts were because
of the channels but I guess not. XO headphones should work as long as they are infrared. If
they have a channel selector on the side, then try both the channels. Hello, I have a traverse. My
headphones work properly when watching a dvd. When I switch channels to listen to the radio I
get no sound. My nephew has decided he will not ride in my car until I get this fixed:. Thanks for
your help! Hey Mandy, The channels on the headphones are suppose to tell the headphones
which DVD screen to listen to if you have a dual screen model. The channel selector on the
headphones is not meant to select between the radio and the DVD player. I have a Yukon Denali
with rear entertainment can not get the headphones to work and they was in the original
package they only blink a red light, like it is out of range. We have replaced the batteries an still
not working. Blink red? I am wondering if they accidentally sold you the headphones for the
model Yukon, which is not compatible with the model. The version doesnt scan, it just uses one
of two available channels that you can select from â€” A or B or 1 or 2 on some models. I am
having the same problem with a Yukon Denali. Video works, remote works, but heaphones have
a blinking red light. Hey there, Andrew â€” sorry for the late reply. Is suspect that the dealership
accidentally gave you the wrong headphones. The Yukon should not have a channel button on
the headphones. The and newer Yukons do have a channel button that you press. I suspect that
the dealership may have put the headphones in your vehicles the headphones themselves look
almost identical, so they probably didnt realize that they are not compatible. You can see the
headphones you need for your Yukon here:. The IR in the screen could have went out. An easy
way to test if the IR transmitter in your vehicles rear seat entertainment system has gone out is
to look at it through the screen of your phone. Hi there â€” if you mean the BlueTooth beats
wireless headphones, then no. The automotive entertainment systems use Infrared to transmit
sound, not BluTooth. You sure can â€” the only limitation to the number of headsets being used
is that they all have to be able to see the DVD player. So, for example, the heapdhones will not
work from the front of the vehicle, or while outside the vehicle. If you are trying to use the
headphones on the rear seat entertainment system backseat passenger DVD player then the
bluetooth headphones will not work. You will need heapdhones like the following:. These will
arrive pre-programmed to work for you. No pairing needed â€” just sit in the rear seat and you
will be good to go! I have a Chevy venture lt. I am frustrated because it clear as day has rca
jacks underneath the radio. I plug anything into it and nothing happens. I can play dvds through
the dvd player yes. But I have no clue on how to make it actually come through the screen and
the audio through the speakers. You should be able to hook up video units to your RCA jacks.
Even when they turn their headphones on, it still plays over the main speaker. The source , in
your case, is probably set to the DVD player, which is why you hear the movie through the
speakers. Hello, my name is Laura. I bought a used tahoe. It has the stock entertainment system
installed. It works fine when I insert the DVD and begin playing but when I shut off the car and
turn it back on the DVD picks up where we left off on the front screen but the back screen
doesnt play at all. I have tried the remote and the buttons below on the back of the center
console. Please tell me how to fix this. Mu daughter make me start the movie over and find the
place where they left off everytime we get back in the car. Unfortunately, it will not pick up
where you left off in the rear seats. This issue was resolved in the newer iterations of the DVD
player, fortunately. Is this normal? Also, it randomly turned off and took forever to get it back
on? While these units are often very useful and functional, you wont be able to control them
from the front seats. Would Cadillac Escalade infared wireless headsets and dvd remote be
compatable with my Yukon Denali entertainment system? The headphones are interchangeable
on the Escalade and Yukon. BUT the remote is not. The remote actually looks identical, but the
programming is different. Remember, this only works for the original factory installed
entertainment system. They are the original factory remotes that came with your car. Alan, Great
question! The headphones for a Saturn and a Tahoe and remote are indeed interchangeable.
The headphones use infrared light to transmit the data needed to produce sound. It just picks
up the signal being transmitted. Well â€” as many as are in range! Same thing with the

headphones. If all 8 kids can see the DVD player, than all 8 can use headphones. Is there any
way to for the kids to get their sound through their wired headphones so my husband and I can
listen to an audiobook in the front? Once you play the DVD , you can change the function of the
front screen to the radio or whatever other function you want to use. I hope that helps! This
headphone is not compatible with the older model of Suburbans and older model headphones
are not compatible with the new Suburbans on. Thank you!! Mine is a though. The battery light
comes on and flashes. It never locks on. Any thoughts?? The dealership sold you the wrong
headphones. They look the same, but they are not. Instead of a button there is a switch on the
side that you flick from channel 1 to channel 2. Hey does anyone know how to fix the back
screen when you are playing the dvd and shut the car off and turn it back on? According to a
manual I found on line it says u have to turn the screen back on with the remote. The dvd is
playing on the front screen but not the back. I tried the remote and changed the batteries. I was
going to buy a new remote but I noticed the red lights above the player in the back are dim and
sometimes not on at all. I have to start the movie over again everytime I get in the car. Therefore
my daughters are driving me crazy about it!!!!! If you are not sure if your DVD remote is
working, there is an easy trick to figuring it out. Just point the remote at your cell phone camera
and press any button on the remote â€” if the remote is working you should see an infrared LED
light up on the remote. They sure can! GM switched to the Digital IR in and they are not
backwards compatible. Have a chevy tahoe z71 with rse and six disc CD player owners manual
says it came with two wireless headphones. However I am the third owner of this vehicle and
there were no headphones with vehicle when I purchased itâ€¦. Hey Nick! Yes indeed there are a
lot of headphone selections available for your vehicle. You can see a wide variety of
heapdhones here:. Personally, I always recommend the aftermarket ones because they are a lot
cheaper. They work just as well, and you wont feel bad replacing them when the kids invariably
lose them or break them. The only caution I would have is to still buy the headphones from an
automotive source like the site I linked to above. Just sit in the car be sure to sit in the rear seat
as the headphones dont work in the front seats and you will be good to go. If you have any
questions dont hesitate to let me know â€” I know this stuff can be confusing! I have a gmc
yukon slt with the overhead dvd it came with 2 sets of factory headphones. I want to add a 3rd
headset and order gm part number What will I have to do for this new set to work with my
factory dvd. THe headphones already come programmed to work for you. Can wireless Beats
headphones pair to listen to a movie on the rear entertainment system on my Tahoe? Definitely
not â€” Beats headphones are not infrared. I was hoping we could pair them through the MyLink
radio. I have a Suburban that the back entertainment system does not give out the infrared
signal to headset. There are no red lights in the infrared bar that show. How can I fix this
issue??? Remember that the infrared light is invisible to the human eye, so you wont be able to
see it. An easy way to check whether the transmitter is working or not, though, is to look at the
transmitter through your camera phone. The camera phone will pickup the light. Here is an
example :. They are probably going to have to replace the entire DVD screen ceiling unit they
are mechanics, not electrical engineers â€” they are not going to take the DVD screen apart and
solder components on. We have a Chevy Traverse. It came with three sets of headphones but
we have four children. Can we purchase another set that will work with the car or is three the
limit? Also, where would you recommend we buy these? I recommend that you buy the least
expensive headphones you can find as the kids will surely lose them! You can find a great
selection here:. Hi I really need some help. Barbi, I think I can help! When you use the
headphones, are you sitting in the front seat or are you sitting in the rear seats? The
headphones wont work up front. If you have a link to the website where you purchased them, let
me know so I can take a look and make sure they are compatible with your vehicle. We bought a
Tahoe with a DVD player. The headphones and remote were missing. Are standard blue tooth
headphones compatible? Standard bluetooth headphones are definitely not compatible. The
Tahoe does not use a bluetooth system â€” it uses a proprietary automotive infrared system.
This is because the automotive makers did not want users in the front seat to be able to wear
the headphones while driving. The infrared light only transmits to the back seats, which is why
the DVD wireless headphones will only work in the back seats. Brand new Suburban. Watching
tv in the back, and all of a sudden all the headphones stop working and they have a red light
flashing. How do I fix this? New batteries. Tried both channels. Power light is on. Turned up
volume etc. Kelly, Unfortunately you may have the wrong headphones. They are a lot more
expensive than the older heapdhones, unfortunately. But â€” I think that was part of the point.
The DVD system uses infrared, so a bluetooth system wont work for you. Is that possible? Will 4
work? You can buy them from websites like this one:. These will work for you without issue and
wont interfere with one another. Also â€” they dont cost you an arm and a leg, so you wont feel
so bad about forgetting the last pair! I have a suburban that was purchased used. We purchased

new headphones for the RSE. The system worked for a bit then quit. The headphones will not
work nor will the headphone jacks in the back of the console. The remote we have does work.
Could it be the IR transmitter? If so what is the fix and how to diagnose? Any possible
connection? Yikes- if the headphone jacks also dont work then it seems like something must
have gone horribly wrong. Normally, the suggestion at that point would be to just replace the
DVD player all together or get an aftermarket system like Invision headrest DVD players. But,
since you were just at the dealership getting the rear hatch remote to work, why not take it back
in and let them know what happened. Is it possible for the remote control to work correctly
through the rear seat overhead console while the IR transmitter to the headphones is not
working? Can you use any Bluetooth headphones to pair with a Tahoe? Do they have to be the
Chevy ones? The headphone sin the Chevy Tahoe are not BlueTooth, so no â€” BlueTooth
headphones will not work for you, unfortunately. How do I do it? In and newer model years the
headphone frequency was changed. These are the only type of headphone that will work for you
â€” no other heapdhone will work. Many people dont eralize this change happened, and they are
still selling the older headphones which are much less expensive for the vehicles â€” but this is
a mistake. We are trying to connect a new set of headphones to a suburban. It was purchased
used and did not have the original sets. How do I get the new set to work? You just have to sit in
the rear seat and voila â€” they will work. Also, try both CHannels on the headphones there
should be a channel switch on the side of the headphone. If your headphones instead have a
CH. Button, you were sold the wrong headphones â€” return them and buy ones with a
2-channel switch instead. Like this one:. If you have the optional rear seat entertainment system
DVD screen then you will have rear set infrared transmitters. The red light is on but all I hear is
static. The headphones only work from the rear seat â€” so be sure you are sitting in the rear
seat looking at the DVD player. Make sure you try both channels 1 and 2. Or A and B. If your
headphoneos dont have the channel switch, you may have been sold the wrong headphone
type! You need a headphone like the ones listed here:. What else could I try? For your
Suburban, you are going to need infrared wireless headphones like the ones listed here:. You
wont be able to use Bluetooth headphones or RF headphones sold for stereos. Automotive
makers want the headphones to ONLY work in the rear seats to avoid drivers using them. So,
they made them IR which requires a direct line of sight to the DVD screen where the infrared
transmitter is. This means you MUST be sitting in the rear seat for the headpones to receive
wireless sound. Chris, Great question! What should I do? Hi Rachel! Make sure you are sitting
in the rear seat â€” the headphones wont work up front. If the dealership sold you a headphone
set that has a Ch. Button instead, then they sent you the wrong headphones those are for the
and newer model year. Give it a shot and see if any of that works for you! Can I have more than
2 headphones connected to my suburban lzt? If so, am I able to use 4 at the same time? You
sure can! The only limit is the number of people that can see the DVD screen. The headphones
only work when you have a direct line of sight to the DVD screen. If a user can not see the
screen, then they can not hear the sound. THe wireless rear seat entertainment headphones use
a special infrared signal to receive the wireless sound. This infrared signal is transmitted by the
DVD screen. They were only intended to be able to hear the DVD sound, unfortunately. I hope
you are still available for questions! If the headphones are on, are the adults able to listen to an
iPod or other form of music at the same time? That way you dont have to listen to the same DVD
overâ€¦ and overâ€¦ and over â€¦. Hi there! I think GM did this to try and sell more headphones!
But, the good news is that they will work perfectly in your factory installed Suburban. I have a
Chevy traverse. My issue is the headphone for the rear entertainment system only work on one
side. Any suggestions? It may only be transmitting mono the Left or Right ear channel. It may
be time for an inexpensive replacement like these:. I just bought a Tahoe with the rear
entertainment system. I was given 2 pair of NEW aftermarket headphones with it. I get a high
pitched buzzing on both channels. It said on the package that channel A is 2. Channel B is 3.
The only headphone that will work for you is the following:. I have not been able to figure out
the technology on that headphone tech just yet. This prevents people from being able to copy
the headphones, which is what happened with the older models. There are a lot of aftermarket
headphones now available for the old style headphones. Thanks for getting back to me. I have a
call into my dealer where I bought the vehicle and waiting for him to call me back. I am sure not
that the problem is that I need the digital phones. Thanks again for being there. Bernie, Yes you
are absolutely right! I heard back from my Used car dealer and he agreed right away that the IR
phones would not work and told me to go to the nearest Chevy dealer and order 2 new pair and
he would pay for them. I did that and he paid them over the phone. Will have the new ones in a
week or so. Thanks again for helping to clear up a confusing situation. You need to be sure to
sit in the rear seat they wont work from the front seats. So, if you bought headphones that say
they are compatible with to GM vehicles, they are lying. Check your owner manual for details on

how to use your entertainment system too â€” it may have some great tips! I have a Tahoe
bought it used. Owner lost the headphones. Dealer gave me set from a 17 suburban can not get
them to work in Tahoe. Work perfectly in Burban. Red light on the side just flashes tried to push
channel button. Makes a noise in the headphones but no audio any ideas. Brandon I hope you
had a great weekend! The Suburban headphones will not work on a Tahoe. I have a Suburban
that are missing the headphones for the oem dvd entertainment system. My question is, are the
headphones IR in these vehicles? Yes â€” these vehicles do use IR. You need to have a special
digital IR headphone like this one:. Will I be able to listen to the radio in the front seats while a
DVD movie is playing in the back seats. This is for a Chevy Tahoe. What would be a solution?
Yikes â€” if only the left audio works in BOTH the wired and wireless that means that either the
audio balance on the audio system is set to favor the left over the right this is a setting in your
audio system , or that the entertainment system itself is damaged. Congratulations on the new
Suburban! GM changed the headphone frequency so that they can start charging you more
money for the heapdhones as companies do! The headphones with the one or two switch will
also NOT work. I bought a new Yukon a few weeks ago. I bought IR infrared wireless
headphones 2 channel from Amazon. I needed 2 additonal ones than the 2 that came with the
vehicle. They do not work. Any ideas? Yes indeed! This is a common mistake. The Yukon does
not use 2 channel headphones. The ONLY headphones that will work for you are the following:.
Hi, leasexpert â€” just bought a Suburban LTZ and the headphones are a wreck: one is broken
at the crown, another has disconnected wires and the third is, well, a bit grungy. Do I have to
purchase specific headphones â€” like the ones I see in the links above or referenced in
comments here â€” or can I use any Bluetooth-ready headphones? Great question! The
headphones for rear seat entertainment systems in vehicles are not Bluetooth. They are, believe
it or not, base on infrared. In my you can only hear the DVD player through the vehicle speakers.
Is there a way to get them play through wireless headphones? Breea, Great question! To get the
headphones to work, all you need to do is put batteries in the headphones, sit in the rear seat,
turn the headphones on, and play a DVD. The headphones wont work from the front seats. If the
headphones are still not working, then there may be something wrong with the IR transmitter in
the DVD screen. Roger, the Chevy Yukon uses headphones that are a little unique. Hi, Dan! The
Chevy Tahoe has a new headphone signal and the headphones are not compatible with the
older model years. Great question. This is not the case. This means there is no limit to the
number of headphones that can receive the wireless sound. The only limit is whether or not the
wearer of the headphone has a direct line of sight to the entertainment system where the
infrared transmitters are. Infrared is light based like your TV remote signal so if it is blocked, the
headphones will not work. For example, the headphones do not work from the front seats
because the IR transmitters dont point that way. The headphones also wont work if the user is
laying down on the seat, or outside the vehicle. You need these headphones:. It is not universal.
And no aftermarket headphone manufacturer has figured out how to crack their IR frequencies.
If they are blank, then they will be the older headphones for and older GM models. I have a
Traverse and need the headphones and remote. Problem is I have 4 kids, will 4 sets of the
bluetooth headphones connect to the rear entertainment system? Rena, Great question! Yes
indeed you can actually use up to 8 headphones at a time. You need Infrared headphones like
these:. Using them is easy as the above come programmed to work automatically for all GM
vehicles icluding your Traverse. You just have to put batteries in, sit in the rear seat this is
important since the headphones will not work in the front seats for security reasons , and make
sure you try both channels on the headphones there is a little switch on the headphone to
change between channel A and B. I recently bought a Tahoe from a dealer. It has the rear
entertainment system but after I got home noticed that the back seat remote and wireless
headphones were not there. The dealer ordered it for me. It has new batteries and set on the
right screen but no volume. Carl, In GM changed the headphone technology in their vehicles.
Many dealerships have not yet caught this change. I am guessing that your dealership probably
sent you the wrong headphones. The ones you need should look like this:. Right on right ear.
Sherry, Great question! Any headphone compatible with a Suburban or Tahoe will work for you.
You can see examples here:. Hi Chris! These two styles of headphones look identical, but are
not. The IR headphones in my chevy Tahoe only work if the screen is up. If the screen is down
so you can view the movie the headphones stop working! This is a new issue. What the heck?
Make sure that the Rear Seat Audio system is turned on â€” there should be a button that looks
like a power button located near the rear seat climate controls. Try the power button that is on
the oval BluRay remote open the rear seat screen and press the power button on the remote.
Maybe turning the system off and on will reset whatever setting is messing it up. The Rear Seat
wireless headphones should always be receiving a signal. Headrest DVD players factory
installed by gmc. However, the headphones are constantly static no mater location. Please

advise. Sounds like the headphones may be on the wrong channel. THere should be a channel
switch on the headphones that you can change from A to B or 1 to 2. Make sure you are sitting
directly in front of the headrest DVD system you want to listen to. Lastly, make sure the
batteries are fully charged. Just bought a used Chevy suburban. It came with the wireless
headphones for the entertainment in the back. How do I do this? Thank you in advance. Can I go
buy any brand of 2 way channel headphones or do they have to be through GM? Hey Ashley,
You definitely dont have to buy the headphones from GM. But, not ANY 2 channel headphone
will work. Some of those headphones are made for specific vehicles â€” for example, the and
Yukon DO NOT use the same headphones even though they are both 2 channel headphones.
But, as you can see from the following link, there are several different models of headphones
that will work for your Yukon:. I have a Suburban LTZ. Hey Hunter, Your vehicle should have a
rear seat audio system. The chevy Suburban headphones are interchangeably up until and
including the model year. The to model years use the same headphones, though. Here is an
example:. The RSA control is located between the driver and passenger seat and is accessible
to the rear seat passengers. There is a power button right on the RSA, in between the climate
control for the rear seat passengers accessible by the rear seat passengers. My headphone
worked great for five years. All four of my headphones started having static all at the same time.
The movie plays on the DVD screens. I can get sound out of the stereo and the headphones, but
the headphones have enough static to be annoying, but I can still hear the audio of the movie
through the static. The volume is turned up on the headphones and the stereo. I am in in line
with the inferred unit sitting in the seats. I turned on the display on the back of the center
console located in the second row seating to show DVD. Two on each side of the IR display
window. Does it need to have four IR lights on each side of the IR display window? Does the
stereo needs to be on a specific channel? What am I missing? Looks like you are doing
everything right! Remember to make sure the rear seat audio system is turned on this is the
contorller, usually located between the two front seats where the AC controls are for the rear
seat passengers. Sometimes if the rear seat audio system is turned off, the audio on the DVD
player may not come through too clearly. There may just be something wrong with the infrared
transmitters â€” maybe a loos wire or something. That may require a trip to the dealership,
unfortunately. Sorry about that! There is no limit to the number of headphones you can use. The
only restriction is that everyone using the headphones must have a clear line of sight to the
DVD screen. The signal for the sound comes from the DVD screen itself. So, for example, the
headphones will not work from the front seats or while outside the vehicle. I have a chevy tahoe
lt. Can we parents listen to our music while the kids are watching the dvd? Sure can! The rear
seat audio system should be set to DVD They too can select different channels â€” like AM, FM,
etc This way both sides of the car can listen to whatever they want! There CAN be peace in our
timeâ€¦. I just bought Tahoe. I have successfully connected my fire TV and can watch; however,
I can only hear the sound on the car speakers and not through the headphones. Can you please
help. The car speakers will play whatever sound you have the front radio sourced to. Hi, I have a
Tahoe with one screen. This scans for the correct IR frequency and then locks on to it. These
new headphones are NOT compatible with the older Tahoe. And the older Tahoe headphones
are not compatible with the newer Tahoes. The headphones look identical, but are not the same.
I have a Chevy Tahoe LTZ with the factory installed rear entertainment system and wireless
headphones. Everything is working great!! Butâ€¦the foam covering on the headphones is
deteriorating and makes them pretty much useless. I took the foam off and underneath is a
sticker with A on the headphone. Do I have to order new headphones or can I just order the
foam earpiece covering? What do you suggest? I have a Tahoe that I just got and the
headphones do not work but the remote does. The person before me looks like never used
them. The came out with a new frequency for the headphones which is throwing a lot of people
off. The new headphones look identical to the old ones, but they use a push button channel
selector. I have been recommending these from Cadillac which work great on the Chevy Tahoe:.
Will they also work on a Tahoe? I just purchased a preowned and the headphones only make a
crackle then go silent when the movie starts. The previous owner had never take the
headphones out the box, so I assumed they were the correct ones and would work when I
installed the brand new batteries which were included. Nope no luck and have tried everything
else you stated on this site. How to hear the sound from the DVD player on my Chevy traverse
and do u need Bluetooth headsets. Nicky, Great question! For your Chevy Traverse , you will
need the following wireless headphones:. They come pre-programmed to work for you. All you
need to do is sit in the rear seat, put batteries in the headphones, and you will be good to go!
This means you have to sit in the rear seat for them to work because they need a direct line of
sight to the infrared transmitters. I have a Chevy Tahoe. I recently had to have the DVD player
replaced by the dealership due to a manufacturer issue. The remote is still working perfectly.

Any thoughts??? In , GM changed the frequency at which the headphones work. That means
the headphones from your Tahoe will not work on a entertainment system from the Tahoe. The
remote is identical, so that should work fine. If you have the older model headphones that are
blank no writing on the ear piece , then those wont work on a or newer GM entertainment
system. As of this writing, the above link shows out of stock, but you can also use the following
Cadillac branded headphones which will also work on your digital entertainment system:. I have
a Chevy Suburban brand new and the headphones will not work. I have followed every direction
and could not get it to work. Please advise if possible. A lot of folks assume that the
headphones will work on the newer vehicles because the headphones look nearly identical.
These are the ONLY headphones that will work for you. I bought new IR headphones with the
same results. The speaker audio is good and the wired headphones work fine from the rear
console headphone jacks. So, it appears that I have an IR problem. Hey John, So â€” one thing
to make sure you do is turn on your rear seat audio system. It should be located between the
front seats accssible to the rear seat passengers. This kinda makes me believe that the IR
transmitter is working fine. So, my problem is that my audio is very weak on both the IR
headphones and the wired headphones only when I select DVD as the source. The most
common issue is the RSA being turned off. For some reason this messes around with the
strength of the IR transmitter for the DVD player but not other sources. If the RSA is on, then
there may be a wiring issue. This is going to require a trip to the dealership, regretfully or a
technician. I took the vehicle to the local Chevy Dealer and after 3 hours of troubleshooting,
which he did not charge me for, he gave up. He said that it could be radio, the RSE or the ceiling
mounted screen unit. Yes you sure can connect more than 2 headphones to your Chevy Tahoe.
Both the Chevy or the Cadillac versions will help they are hard to come by, so companies dont
always have them both in stock. They may look similar, but the electronics on the inside are
different. I have a Tahoe with rear seat entertainment system. I want the sound to come through
the radio but my remote does not seem to be working. No light comes on when power button is
hit. I have changed batteries and checked to make sure they are inserted correctly. It worked the
day I drove it off the lot 2 months ago. If it doesnt, then you have an aftermarket system. It may
simply be time to replace that remote if none of the lights are coming on. The original remote
does have a light that turns on when you press the buttons. ANother easy thing you can do to
check if the remote is working is to look at the infrared transmitter on the remote through your
cell phone camera. IR is invisible to the human eye, but the electronic eye of a cell phone
camera picks it up as a purplish light. Here is a little video to help:. Hi my name is Steven I have
the Tahoe with the entertainment system in the back can I buy more wireless headphone so I
can have 5 and be all connected. Yes you sure can connect 5 headphones to your Chevy Tahoe.
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